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Abstract
In this report, we consider the security of smart contracts of Morpho project. Our task is to
find and describe security issues in the smart contracts of the platform.

Disclaimer
The audit does not give any warranties on the security of the code. A single audit cannot be
considered enough. We always recommend proceeding with several independent audits and
a public bug bounty program to ensure the security of smart contracts. Besides, a security
audit is not investment advice.

Summary
In this report, we considered the security of Morpho smart contracts, our scope was the
Compound integration part specifically. We performed our audit according to the procedure
described below.

The audit showed several issues of medium severity: Unprotected upgrade,
Overpowered owner, Position fragmentation and Test issues.
Also, several low-severity issues were found. Some issues were initially discovered on the
previous audit. The overall code quality is good.

General recommendations
We recommend fixing the mentioned issues, and implementing the functions for rewards. We
also recommend increasing test case coverage.
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Project overview

Project description
For the audit, we were provided with Morpho project on a private GitHub repository, commit
3bac1cfb702166e816a8c25411421067cfdce7eb.

The scope of the audit included only the Compound folder of the project.

The project has README.md file with a description of the project and basic documentation.
Additionally, the version 0.1 of the protocol whitepaper were provided. The code includes
detailed NatSpec comments.

91 of 95 tests pass, the code coverage is not measured.

The total LOC of audited sources is 2118.
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Procedure
In our audit, we consider the following crucial features of the code:

1. Whether the code is secure.

2. Whether the code corresponds to the documentation (including whitepaper).

3. Whether the code meets best practices.

We perform our audit according to the following procedure:

Automated analysis

We scan the project’s codebase with the automated tools: Slither.

We manually verify (reject or confirm) all the issues found by the tools.

Manual audit

We manually analyze the codebase for security vulnerabilities.

We assess the overall project structure and quality.

Report

We reflect all the gathered information in the report.
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Manual analysis
The contracts were completely manually analyzed, their logic was checked. Besides, the
results of the automated analysis were manually verified. All the confirmed issues are
described below.

Critical issues
Critical issues seriously endanger project security. They can lead to loss of funds or other
catastrophic consequences. The contracts should not be deployed before these issues are
fixed.

The audit showed no critical issues.
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Medium severity issues
Medium issues can influence project operation in the current implementation. Bugs, loss of
potential income, and other non-critical failures fall into this category, as well as potential
problems related to incorrect system management. We highly recommend addressing them.

M01. Unprotected upgrade
An attacker is able to delete the upgradable PositionManager contract logic, causing DoS
until new logic is deployed.

An attacker can call unprotected initialize function directly (not via proxy) and set the
matchingEngine address to a malicious contract, that selfdestructs on every call. Also, at
this step, an attacker mocks the MarketManager contract. Then the attacker directly calls the
supply to trigger selfdestruct via delegatecall, which effectively erases the logic contract
from the blockchain. We recommend adding a constructor to the logic contract to make sure
that initialize will not be called directly on implementation. Alternatively, one can
manually initialize all logic contracts to prevent this type of attacks.

M02. Overpowered owner
The claimToTreasury function of the PositionsManagerForCompound contract allows
the owner to transfer the entire reserve of fee tokens from the contract address to the
treasuryVault. Since the owner of this contract is the same role that is able to change the
treasuryVault address (via setTreasuryVault), the reserve tokens can immediately
be withdrawn from the contract balance if the owner key is compromised. We recommend
splitting roles, using other fee claiming mechanics, and using a multisig.

M03. Position fragmentation
Each user operation (borrow, withdraw, etc.) calls (via delegate call) one of the
matchingEngine contract methods to iterate over double linked list data structures to match
positions in p2p.

The protocol provides ordering for such lists (via the insertSorted method) to prevent non-
optimal matching - the positions are sorted in descending order, and thus large positions are
taken into account first.

Since the maximum number of iterations for insertSorted is fixed at the NDS constant, the
unsorted part might be accumulated after this position. If this part is big enough, it can
exclude from sorting all positions that come after it. Thus the matching algorithm will lose its
efficiency.

Besides, managing gas directly is against current best practices.

Consider adding a function for manual sorting by the order computed on the backend for
such a case.
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M04. Test Issues
The project has tests. However, four tests out of 95 fail to pass. The code coverage is not
measured.

Testing is crucial for the security of the project, and the audit does not replace tests in any
way. We highly recommend covering the code with tests and ensuring that all tests pass and
the code coverage is sufficient.
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Low severity issues
Low severity issues do not directly affect project operation. However, they might lead to
various problems in future versions of the code. We recommend fixing them or explaining
why the team has chosen a particular option.

L01. Bug
Instead of checking for vars.borrowedPrice on the line 201 of the
PositionsManagerForCompound contract, the value of vars.collateralPrice is
checked twice. This bug leads to unhandled Compound Oracle error.

L02. Code quality
The FixedPointMathLib is imported at line 18 of the MatchingEngineForCompound
contract, however it is not utilizied within the project.

L03. Gas consumption
Consider optimizing structure layout for saving gas: LastPoolIndexes in the
MarketsManagerForCompound; SupplyBalance, BorrowBalance, Delta in the
PositionsManagerForCompoundStorage contract.

L04. Missing zero-check
On handling the _id variable in the insertSorted function of the DoubleLinkedList
library there is no check for address(0). This will lead to incorrect behavior in case of
unprotected inserts. We recommend adding a zero-check to the library.
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Notes

N01. Missing implementation
The claimRewards() function of the PositionsManagerForCompound is declared,
however it is not implemented.
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